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30298- This is a cap for a 2�x4� post. It has a pair of intersecting holes so that ½� or ¾�
EMT, ½” or ¾� rebar, or ½� steel pipe can be fi tted through the hole to function as a hor-
izontal hanger for targets. The fi xture also includes a semicircular cleat that can be used 
for hanging chain. Holes at the corners have been provided so that it can be lagged to the 
2�x4� post.

30301- This is a multi-function T post cap that will fi t directly over a vertical T post or 
½� rebar. It has 2 semicircular cleats for hanging chain, two chain notches that are drilled 
through and tapped ¼�- 20 so that a ¼�- 20 bolt can go through chain links for securely 
hanging chain. In addition, it can accept ½� and ¾� EMT, ½� and ¾� rebar, and ½� steel 
pipe to be supported horizontally. It also has a 14mm diameter hole in the face to facilitate 
hanging steel targets head on.

30302 This is a universal hook for hanging targets directly from 30298 and 30301. You 
can hang a target face on or off to the side.

30303- An A-frame end bracket (2 required) that is angled at 20º and will accommodate 
standard T post, ½� and ¾� EMT, ½� and ¾� rebar, or ½� steel pipe to act as the horizontal 
member for hanging steel targets. The two legs can be standard T post or ½� rebar. There 
are semicircular loops for hanging chain in addition to notches which can hang the chain 
directly and are drilled and tapped for ¼� - 20 bolts to act as clevis pins to go through 
chain links.

30305- This is a fi xture for hanging chain and has been designed to ride along horizontal 
T posts such as those set into the 30303 A frame. It also features a semicircular chain 
hanging loop and is drilled and tapped ¼� -20 so that a standard ¼� – 20 bolt can act as a 
clevis pin to go through chain links.

30306- This is a rider designed to travel up and down vertical T post and can accommo-
date ½� and ¾� EMT, ½� or ¾� rebar, or ½� steel pipe. A set screw locks against the studs 
on the post to hold position. In addition, it has been designed to accommodate a standard 
T post to act as the horizontal member.

30307- This is a multi-functional cap for a 2�x4� post that can support ½� and ¾� EMT, 
½� and ¾� rebar, and ½� pipe or a standard steel T post to act as the horizontal member. 
In addition, it features a semicircular loop for hanging chain and is drilled and tapped for 
¼� - 20 so that standard ¼� - 20 bolts can go through chain links.

30308- This is a rider to travel on horizontal ½� and ¾� EMT, ½� and ¾� rebar, or ½� steel 
pipe. It features a semicircular loop for hanging chain. In addition, it has a chain notch 
that is drilled and tapped so that a standard ¼� – 20 bolt can be used as a clevis pin to go 
through chain links.

30309- This is an 8� diameter x ½� thick steel target that has 3 standard 16mm diameter 
holes for using various types of hanging hardware. In addition, it features 2 clevis chain 
pin mounts that allow a clevis pin to be inserted through chain link so that the target can 
securely hang.

RANGE HOUND®

STEEL TARGET HANGERS
UPC/PN PICTUREDESCRIPTION

053807 30298 3

053807 30301 0

053807 30302 7

053807 30303 4

053807 30305 8

053807 30306 5

053807 30307 2

053807 30308 9

053807 30309 6


